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English  

air supported structure  

  
Tokyo Dome (Big Egg), multipurpose air-supported cable reinforced membrane structure, span: 200 m, Tokyo, Japan, 1988, 

Takenaka Corp, Nikken Sekkei 

amplitude (in scallop domes)  

angulus system                                                  )  

   
Sufian cement factory material store, span: 67 m, length: 201 m, Iran, Tabriz, Sufian, 2006, M Heristchian, Porsaz Co  

animation  

annular barrel vault (=toroidal barrel vault)    )         inbent, outbent and sidebent 
)barrel vaults  

antenna dish   

 
Deep Space Station 35 (DSS35) is a new antenna being built at the Canberra Deep Space Communication Complex (CDSCC) at 

Tidbinbilla, southwest of Canberra, Australia 
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antiprism (=skew prism)   

 
A regular anti-prism is obtained by turning one of the bases 
of a regular prism by half the internal angle of the base, with 
all the edges being of the same length. Three regular anti-
prisms with triangular, square and pentagonal bases are 
shown above 

 
Tensegrity glass table, the base is a ‘simplex’ (based on a triangular 

anti-prism) 

apostrophe  

arch  

Archimedean polyhedron  

 
Archimedean polyhedra 

(to) assemble (prefabricated elements)  

axis  

ball node system  ) Mero node(  

barrel vault    

 
Barrel vault with a binate pattern and additional diagonal 

elements 

 
Double layer barrel vault with binate on binate pattern 

bottom layer (in double layer systems)   )  

brittle  
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bubble dome    

 
A bubble dome  

cable dome  

 
 

 
External and internal views of the dome 

 
 

 
 

Olympic Gymnastics Arena, one of the two circular cable domes 
designed by David Gieger for the 1988 Korean summer Olympics, 
span 120 m, height 24 m, cladding is membrane connected to the 
ridge and valley cables, the dome has a concrete compression ring, 
Seoul, South Korea, 1986 

cable structure  

 
Munich Olympic stadium cable structures, built for the 
Olympics 1972, Munich Germany, Frei Otto, Jörg Schlaich 

 
Night view of  the West German Pavilion cable structure, Montreal 

Expo 67, Frei Otto 
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cable-strut system, cable-post system - 

 
A tensegrity bridge, an example of a cable-strut system, Kurilpa tensegrity bridge, Brisbane, Australia 

cantilever  

cast  

central cage (the central part of a cable dome)  ) 

circumsphere  ) 

circumsurface  ) 

cladding  ) 

column  

communication dish (=antenna dish)  =) 

component  

compositive  

compound barrel vault   

       
Exterior view of Hong Kong airport  

compound spatial structure  

 
A compound dome for a greenhouse, Japan, Tomoe Corp  
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compression  

compression ring (in cable domes)  ) 

compret (=connectivity)  

concave  

concavity  

concentrated load  

configuration  ) 

configuration processing  

conformity (in novation function) )  

conformity novation  

conformity relocation (=conformity translocation)  

connectivity (=compret)  

construction  

continuous beam  

continuum  

convex  

convexity  

cooling tower  

 

`  

 
during construction, 2012 

Jahrom cooling tower, height 123 m, top diameter 62 m, bot diameter 89 m, M Heristchian, Norahan-Porsaz joint venture  

coordinate system  

cornice (in double layer grids)                    )  (  

  
An example of a double layer grid with cornice edges  
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coupled modes (in stability) )  

coupling of modes (in stability) )  

creep  

curvature   

curve  

curviance (the manner in which a form is curved)  ) 

cylinder  

cylindrical  

data  

data generation  

data processing  

dead load  

deformation  

degree of freedom  

dense configuration   ) 

density of configuration  

desirability factor   

diagonal cable (in cable domes) )  

diamatic dome  

 
An example of a diamatic dome 

 
An example of an ovate diamatic dome 

distributed load  

dome  

double layer  
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double layer barrel vault    

 
Double layer barrel vault with a binate on binate pattern  

Intex Plaza exhibition hall, double layer steel barrel vault with Teflon 
coated fiber glass fabric for cladding and with glass gable ends, 72 m 
long with a span of 42 m, Osaka, Japan, 1985 

double layer grid  

 
Double layer grid with a binate on larger lamella pattern  

                
Jacob K Javits Convention Center of New York, USA, provides total exhibition area of about 90000 m2, consists of double layer 

grids for roof, floors and walls, 1986 

dynamic  

dynamic load  

dynamics  

elastic  

elasticity  

element (member of structure,...)  
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ellipsoidal barrel vault   

 
An example of an elliptic barrel vault 

ellipsoid  

end cone ) Mero node(  

equilibrium  

equilibrium conditions  

external load  

extruded  

extrusion  

fabrication (of prefabricated elements) )  

faceted dome   

 
Makomanai Olympic skating stadium, faceted dome with a span of over 100 m, Japan, Tomoe Corp  
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fascia girder   

`  
Tehran overhaul Hangar, plan: 196×200 m, span: 156 m, height: 35 m, MSA, Namvaran, SAFIRA, M Heristchian, 

1998  
fatigue  

feasibility  

feasibility study  

feasible  

finite element method   

first moment of area  

fixed support  

flow chart  

foldable structure  

        
Various folding stages of a foldable double layer barrel vault 

forged  

forging  
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form tailoring  ) 

 
(External view) 

 
(Internal view) 

An example of form tailoring, combining a number of geodesic domes, Eden Project, Cornwall, England, Nicholas Grimshaw 

function  

funnel tower (=tapered tower)    

 
An example of a funnel tower 

 
Examples of curved funnel tower 

generic formulation  

geodesic  

geodesic configuration  

geodesic dome  

 
Double layer geodesic dome, American Pavilion, Expo 67 

Canada, Buckminster Fuller 

 
Green house, single layer steel geodesic dome with rigid acrylic 

cladding panels, 36 m diameter, Düsseldorf, Germany, Mero 

geodesic form  

geodesic structure  

global coordinate system  

gravitational force  
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gravity  

grid  

hoop (in cable domes)  ) 

horseshoe barrel vault    

 
An example of a horseshoe barrel vault 

hybrid  

hypar  ) 

 
An example of hypar 

 
Roof of concert hall consisting of two fan-shaped hyperbolic 
paraboloidal double layer steel structures, length of each fan about 
80 m, capacity: 3000 people, Tsukuba, Japan, 1985, Tomoe Corp 

 
Spatial structure roof involving hyperbolic paraboloidal parts (hypars), Mexico, Felix Candela 

hyperbola  

hyperbolic paraboloid ) ( 

hyperboloid  
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hyperboloidal barrel vault  )  

  
An example of a hyperboloidal barrel vault  

hyperboloidal tower   

  
An example of a hyperboloidal tower  

ill-conditioned (opposite of well-conditioned)                 )  

ill-conditioning (opposite of well-conditioning)  

impulse load (=shock load)  

inbent annular barrel vault   

 
(Single layer) 

 
(Double layer) 

Examples of an inbent annular barrel vault 

inflatable structure  

 
Air supported membrane structure, contractor's field office, Japan 
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internal force  

joint (=node) 
) ) 

 

lack of fit  

  
lamella dome  

  
Examples of spherical domes with lamella pattern 

lattice  

lattice shell  

lattice structure  

levic dome                                                                           )  

 
Single layer steel levic dome in Fort Regent leisure centre, diameter 58 m, Jersey 

live load  

malleable  

mallow dome   ( ) 

 
(Upcarved)   

(Downcurved) 
Examples of mallow domes  
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mansard (in double layer grids)                 )  (  

  
A double layer grid with mansard edges  

mass  

maximisation  

maximum  

member (=element) (of structure)  

member (of set, population,…)  

membrane  

membrane structure  

Mero node   

 
Sketch of a Mero node, showing (1.1) steel ball, (2.1) steel tube, (2.2) end cone, (2.3) high tensile bolt, (2.4) sleeve with windows 

and (2.5) steel pin to connect the bolt to the sleeve 

middle layer (=web layer) )   

minimisation )  

minimum  

mode  

morphology   

nested function (=composite function)  

node (=joint)                                                          ) )  

nonsingular  

nonsingularity  

object  

  
optimisation  

optimum  
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outbent annular barrel vault    

 
An outbent annular barrel vault 

 
A compound outbent annular barrel vault 

Parabola  

parabolic  

paraboloidal barrel vault  )  

          
An example of paraboloidal barrel vault 

paraboloid  

paraboloidal saddle barrel vault   

paraboloidal tower   

parameter  

pattern  

pin (in Mero system) ) 2.5(  

pin jointed  

pin support  

pitch (of layer) )  ( 

 
A hypar with low pitch 

 
A hypar with high pitch 
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plate node  

 
An example of a plate node, the KE system  

Platonic polyhedron  

 
The Platonic polyhedra  

polyhedra  

polyhedric  

polyhedric configuration                                               )  

ponding  ) 

post (=strut) (in cable dome) )   

prism  

prominence (in scallop domes) )  

purlin  

pyramidal form   

pyramidal structure   

 
Louvre museum courtyard, double layer pyramid with stiff  

elements and cables, Paris, France 

 
Compound pyramidal form 

range  

rendering  
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ribbed dome  
 

 
 

   Ribbed dome             Trimmed ribbed dome 
 

Tubular steel ribbed dome, New Delhi, India 

ridge cable (in cable dome) )   

rigid body movement  

rigid frame  

rigid joint (rigidly jointed)  

ring barrel vault   

 
Ring barrel vault with lamella pattern 

roller  

roller support  

ruled surface      )  
saddle barrel vault                                             ... )  

 hyperboloidal barrel vaultparaboloidal barrel vault(  

scallop barrel vault   
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Scallop dome   

 
Scollap dome with parabolic curviance 

 
Scollap dome with sinosoidal curviance 

 
Moka City sports centre, scallop dome with eight sectors, 74 m diameter, Tochigi, Japan, 1976, Tomoe Corp 

Schwedler dome  

  
Examples of Schwedler dome 

second moment of area  

sector  ) 

 
An example of a sectorial single layer grid 

sectorial  

sectorial angle  
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shear  

shell  

shock load (=impulse load)  

sidebent annular barrel vault   

 
An example of sidebent annular barrel vault with lamella pattern 

simple beam  

simple support  

simplex (in tensegrity systems) ) antiprism( 

single bolt system  ) 

 
The single bolt system is the simplest form of a nodular system with the bolt effectively being the node, the members are, normally, 

steel tubes with flattened ends and holes for the bolts to pass through 

single layer  

single layer barrel vault   

singular  

singularity  

skeletal structure (=lattice structure)  =) 

skew prism (=antiprism)  =)( 

slab  

sleeve (in Mero node)  )Mero 2.4(  

space frame (=lattice spatial structure)   =) 

space structure (=spatial structure)  

space truss (= lattice spatial structure)    =)  

sparse configuration  
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spatial structure (=space structure)  

sphere  

spherical  

spine girder  )fascia girder(  

stable  

stack  

step load  

stepping barrel vault (=stair barrel vault)   =) 

 
Pyramidal spatial structure (and other forms: including two geodesic domes and three stepping barrel vaults), astronaut training 

center, Nevada, USA, Peter Pearce 

stepping double layers grid  

     
Aerial view of a complex of six stepping steel double layer grids, 90 m × 90 m each, Tokyo, Japan, 1994, Tomoe Corp 

stiffness  

strain  

stress  

structural analysis  

structural morphology  

structure  

strut (= post)  

support  

support settlement  

surface configuration  
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suspen-dome                                      )  

 
General form of arrangement of hoops, struts and diagonals 

in a suspen-dome  

 
Suspen-dome of the Beijing University of Technology gymnasium, 

China 

system  

tapered tower (=funnel tower)    

television tower  

 
Tubular steel hyperboloidal television tower, Kobe, Japan 

tensegrity  

                             
‘Needle Tower’ at the Hirshhorn Museum of Modern Art, Washington, DC, Aluminium and stainless steel, 1968, Kenneth Snelson  
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tensegrity structure  

tension  

tension ring  

tension structure  

tension-strut system - 

terminal  

ternate  ) 

tolerance  

top layer (in double layer systems) )   

toroidal barrel vault (=annular barrel vault)             (inbent, outbent and sidebent barrel vaults  )  

torsion  

tower  

translucent  

transmission tower  

transparent  

trifect )  

trimmed lamella dome   

 
A trimmed lamella dome 

trimmed ribbed dome  

 
A trimmed ribbed dome 
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trimmed Schwedler dome  

 
A trimmed Schwedler dome 

triple layer  

truss  

unfeasibility  

unfeasible  

unfeasible region  

unstable  

valley cable (in cable dome) )  

 
Redbird Arena, elliptic cable dome at the Illinois State University, 78 m × 93 m, height 24m, central part of the dome has a dip, 

capacity around 10000, type of membrane cover: PTFE coated glass fibre fabric, Illinois, USA, 1988, Geiger Engineering 

water tower  

 
An example of a water tower, Mexico  

Web layer (=middle layer)   
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wedge-shaped  

well-conditioned (opposite of ill-conditioned)   ( )             

well-conditioning (opposite of ill-conditioning)  
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. 

   

English  

rigid joint (rigidly jointed)  

construction  

cylinder  

cylindrical  

space frame  

hybrid  

suspen-dome  

ill-conditioned  

ill-conditioning  

step load  

external load  

dynamic load  

live load  

impulse load (=shock load)  

distributed load  

concentrated load  

dead load   

object  

(to) assemble (prefabricated elements)  

cooling tower  

paraboloidal tower  

tapered tower (=funnel tower)  

water tower  

hyperboloidal tower  

tower  

amplitude (in scallop domes)  

feasibility study  

shear  

mansard (in double layer grids) )  

extrusion  

extruded  

antenna dish  

communication dish  

optimum  
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optimisation  

unfeasible region  

maximum  

maximisation  

ellipsoid  

antiprism (=skew prism)  

parameter  

membrane  

terminal  

stable  

shell  

lattice shell  

cladding  

animation  

torsion  

prominence (in scallop domes) )  

continuum  

joint (=node) ) ) 

plate node  

singular  

singularity  

hoop (in cable domes)  

brittle  

pitch (of layer) )  

nested function (=composite function)  

function  

configuration  

configuration processing  

sparse configuration  

dense configuration  

polyhedric configuration  

surface configuration  

geodesic configuration  

structural analysis  

compositive  

equilibrium  

deformation  

support  

simple support  
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roller support  

fixed support  

pin support  

radio telescope  

strain  

stress  

fabrication (of prefabricated elements) )  

fascia girder  

continuous beam  

simple beam  

spine girder  

mass  
conformity relocation (=conformity 
translocation)  

malleable  

density of configuration  

scallop barrel vault  

ellipsoidal barrel vault  

stepping barrel vault  

single layer barrel vault  

annular barrel vault (=toroidal barrel vault)  

outbent annular barrel vault  

sidebent annular barrel vault  

inbent annular barrel vault  

ring barrel vault  

double layer barrel vault  

paraboloidal saddle barrel vault  

saddle barrel vault  

parabolidal barrel vault  

compound barrel vault  

horseshoe barrel vault  

hyperboloidal barrel vault  

polyhedric  

Archimedean polyhedron  

Platonic polyhedron  

polyhedra  

mode  

rigid body movement  

compression ring  
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tension ring  

ponding  

curve  
curviance (the manner in which a form is 
curved)  

curvature  

pin (in Mero system) )  

truss  

space truss  

fatigue  

well-conditioned  

well-conditioning  

data  

data generation  

data processing  

slab  

degree of freedom  

coupling of modes (in stability) )  

cornice (in double layer grids) )  

post (=strut) (in cable dome) )  

coordinate system  

global coordinate system  

stack  

transmission tower  

double layer  

rendering  

dynamics  

dynamic  

tolerance  

finite element method  

flow chart  

ruled surface  

cast  

sectoral angle  

geodesic  

hypar  

compret (=connectivity)  

simplex (in tensegrity systems) )  

structure  
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skeletal structure (=lattice structure)  

inflatable structure  

membrane structure  

foldable structure  

barrel vault  

geodesic structure  

lattice structure  

space structure (=spatial structure)  

compound spatial structure  

cable structure  

tension structure  

pyramidal structure  

air supported structure  

column  

stiffness  

ternate   

trifect  

triple layer  

parabolic  

parabola  

paraboloid  

hyperbolic paraboloid  

system  

single bolt system  

cable-strut system, cable-post system - 

tendon-strut system - 

tension-strut system -- 

angulus system  

grid  

lattice  

double layer grid  

stepping double layers grid  

equilibrium conditions  

transparent  

feasibility  

feasible  

sleeve (in Mero node)  

roller  

circumsurface  
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circumsphere  

form tailoring  

geodesic form  

structural morphology  

morphology  

pyramidal form  

generic formulation  

compression  

rigid frame  

sector  

sectoral  

central cage (in cable domes)  

arch  

tensegrity  

valley cable (in cable dome) )  

diagonal cable (in cable domes) )  

ridge cable (in cable dome) )  

grating  

concave  

concavity  

sphere  

spherical  

tensegrity structure  

tendon  

elastic  

elasticity  

tension  

minimum  

minimisation )  

cantilever  

forging  

forged  

convex  

convexity  

gravity  

range  

dome  

Schwedler dome  

trimmed Schwedler dome  
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levic dome  

bubble dome  

ribbed dome  

trimmed ribbed dome  

diamatic dome   

geodesic dome  

cable dome  

mallow dome  

lamella dome  

trimmed lamella dome  

purlin  

top layer (in double layer grids) )  

middle layer (in double layer grids) )  

wedge-shaped  

first moment of area  

second moment of area  

apostrophe  

axis  

pin jointed  

prism  

skew prism (=antiprism)  

coupled modes (in stability) )  

component  

conformity novation  

unstable  

nonsingular  

nonsingularity  

unfeasibility  

unfeasible  

lack of fit  

support settlement  

pattern  

internal force  

gravitational force  

translucent  

hyperbola  

hyperboloid  

conformity (in novation function) )  

connectivity (=compret)  
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strut (= post) (in tension structures) )  

member (=element) (of structure)  

creep  

single layer  
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»«»«»« »« »«tensegrity, barrel vault, widening roof, 
cladding and rendering 
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